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Abstract

Cities are the main sources of innovation and hence of novel solutions to technological, social and biological
issues, from climate change to growing populations. Statistically, the more people in a city, the more
innovation in the city, as measured by patent production or by economic output (Bettencourt et al.,
PNAS 104(17) 2007). The conjectured mechanism for these increasing returns is that in more dense
cities, people interact with more people—and more diverse people in terms of occupations and skills—and
these interactions across boundaries leads to innovation and invention. Here we determine how diversity
of occupations and their integration in US cities correlates with measures of innovation, measured by
patents and gross metropolitan product (GMP). We find that occupation diversity does not significantly
explain whether a city under- or over-innovates for a city of its size. A measure of occupational integration
is proposed, but the correlation is also found to be weak with cities’ success. This suggests that more
fine-scale data on interactions among people of different disciplines—or the culture, laws and peculiarities
of cities—is required to better assess the under- or over-performance of innovation of cities.

1 Introduction

Innovation lies at the heart of the economic prosperity and
welfare of society. Moreover, uncovering the conditions
that facilitate innovation could hasten advances in technolo-
gies that tackle global issues, from clean energy generation
to food production to remediation of environmental dam-
age. Thus, improving our understanding of innovation could
build and maintain local and national competitiveness, ur-
ban renewal and access to healthy and fulfilling employment.
Although applying a simple set of rules that give rises to
innovation is may not automatically lead to the desired out-
comes, previous research has identified the importance of
certain factors such as research and development spending,
geographical agglomeration of firms and of people that pro-
vides both marketplaces for new products and services as
well sources of information and skills, and region-specific
formal and informal rules [13]. Quantifying more explicitly
the effect of each of these factors, a more difficult task, is
our goal here.

The difficulty with innovation starts with its definition.

What does it mean to innovate? Is it just creating some-
thing new? Or does it have to produce profits to be labeled
as an innovation? We adopt an agnostic view by using two
proxies to quantify innovation: Gross Metropolitan Prod-
uct (GMP) and patents. GMP measures innovation’s ef-
fect on society: Innovation leads to increase in productivity
and demand, which in turn manifests as an increase in the
Gross Product. Patents are frequently used as a proxy for
innovation activity, because by definition they must meet
standards of “novelty” and “nonobviousness” [3, 29]. How-
ever, one should keep in mind that some innovations, such as
novel organizational structures, rarely become patents [28].

Another difficulty is determining what kind of process in-
novation is. Here we consider innovation as an urban phe-
nomenon. No man is an island, as the saying goes, and
even solitary individuals or small groups within larger orga-
nizations cannot innovate without access to the goods and
services offered in cities. Companies, researchers, inventors,
and entrepreneurs need the resources that cities offer, and
they themselves serve as resources for other innovators. The
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analogy of cities as an ecology of businesses (or technologies)
subject to evolutionary dynamics has been widely used in
many contexts [2, 5, 12,24].

There is reason to believe that occupational structures of
cities might significantly explain (or at least correlate with)
the cities’ rate of innovation. First, larger cities display
increasing returns in socio-economic quantities in a system-
atic way. For example, larger cities tend to have more in-
come and research centers, fewer gasoline stations, but also
more serious crime [6, 7]. Moreover, interaction between a
diversity of people increases the opportunities for success
(see [4, 32] and references therein). As we will show, city
population, occupational diversity and innovative activity
all increase with one another on average. Occupational di-
versity may play a crucial role: Although human capital
and educational attainment has been identified as impor-
tant determinants for the productivity of some regions, a
consensus has been attained recently that the occupational
structure (what people actually do) in a city is a better pre-
dictor [15,16].

In this manuscript we make use of some non-traditional
tools from physics, complex networks science and scaling
analysis to elucidate the effects that size, diversity and in-
tegration have on the process of innovation within cities.
Our attention will focus on US Metropolitan Statistical Ar-
eas (MSAs), and the data will be the occupational structure
within MSAs. We will show that the origins of innovation
are still elusive and that we need better data in terms of
resolution and, more specifically, information on the real
network of social interactions.

2 Model

As populations of cities grow, many other quantities grow
accordingly. For example, the total number of cars, gas sta-
tions, houses, businesses, electrical consumption, etc., and
more abstractly, the total productivity, wealth, and crime,
are larger on average in larger cities. But do they grow in a
systematic way? If yes, would we expect them to grow pro-
portionally, i.e., would we expect these quantities to double
in value if a city grows by a doubling of its population?
Mathematically, a proportional relation between a variable
Y and N is written as Y = k N , where k is a constant
of proportionality and acts as a coefficient relating the dif-
ferent units in which Y and N would be measured. Note
that this relation entails the consequence that a doubling of
one of the variables (N → 2N) implies a doubling of the
other (Y → k(2N) = 2Y ). Empirically it has been found
that quantities usually do not change proportionally with
population size (part of the debate surrounding this obser-
vation can be found in the references [6, 14, 17, 25, 26, 30]).
An approximate and parsimonious way of formalizing this
observation is to say that urban quantities Y change on av-

erage with population size N as

Y = Y0N
β . (1)

The previous reasoning suggests that a quantification of
the innovative output of a city would show this scaling with
population size. Still, can it be that size alone is the cause
of economic development? Real cities do not follow exactly
Eq. (1), and the question is thus, what explains the residual
dispersion? Is it the effect of the stochasticity of the so-
cial processes at work, historical contingency, or some other
explanation [8, 18,31]?

Our hypothesis is that innovation Y (defined later) is a
function of population size N , occupational diversity D and
occupational integration I,

Y = f(N,D, I). (2)

We will consider two diversity measures D, and we will pro-
pose an indirect way of probing the interaction and coordi-
nation I of the different occupations within a city.

The motivation is to probe the long-held belief that inno-
vation depends on the collision and mixing of diverse views,
skills and expertise [21]. Researchers have studied theoret-
ical models of innovation, ranging from ant colony models,
information foraging, triadic closure [10], and collectively
solving a puzzle [9]. In particular, the model of innovation
as solving a puzzle shows that the more people interact and
communicate with one another, the more they solve puzzles
and hence innovate. This paper complements theoretical
models such as these by probing innovation empirically, us-
ing large datasets on patents and economic output in cities.

We hypothesize that the differences in occupational di-
versity D and integration I in different cities can explain
the differences in their patent production and economic ac-
tivity. Viewing innovation as an undirected, endogenous
activity taking place at the micro-level (city) contrasts with
more top-down approaches that focus on how national or in-
ternational institutions encourage innovation through policy
measures, such as for new energy technologies [19,23,33].

2.1 Data and notation

We obtained data on the number of people employed in
various occupations, number of patents and inventors, and
GMP in US metropolitan areas from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and other sources. For details on the data, see the
Materials and Methods (Sec. 5).

For each city c, let Oc represent the set of all occupations
present in that city, and let Oc = |Oc| be the total number
of occupations. Each city employs a certain number of peo-
ple in each occupation. (We suspect that a person with two
occupations appears twice in the dataset.) Define the occu-
pation vector for city c as a vector with elements given by
the number of people employed in each of the occupations:

ec = (Lc,1, . . . , Lc,Oc
)T.
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Figure 1. Occupation rank-size distributions of all US metropolitan areas. Each curve corresponds to a city.
The curve is the occupation distribution pc for city c, where the occupations have been ranked in decreasing order by
the number of people employed in them. The color changes with population size from dark (smallest city, Winchester,
VA) to light (largest city, New York, NY).

Normalizing this vector by dividing by the total number of
employees in the city gives the occupation probability distri-
bution for city c:

pc = eT
c /||ec||1 = (Lc,1, . . . , Lc,Oc

)T/
∑
i

Lc,i.

The entries of pc are the fraction of employees in city c that
have the various occupations in Oc.1

In Fig. 1, we plot the rank-size distributions of the occu-
pation distributions pc for all US metropolitan areas. As a
city grows in size, the fraction of the population in the most
populated occupations decreases, in order to make room for
the new occupations that do not exist in smaller cities. That
is, as one changes from dark to light curves (low to high pop-
ulation) in Fig. 1, the left-hand tail drops while the right-
hand tail increases and extends further to the right. For
instance, in the smallest city in the dataset (Winchester,
VA), the most common occupation, retail salespersons, oc-
cupies 5% of the working population (2, 060 out of 40, 190),
while in the largest city (New York, NY), the most com-
mon occupation, also retail salespersons, occupies only 3%

1Here we use the convention to write the p-norm of a vector as

||x||p = (|x1|p + . . .+ |xn|p)
1
p ,

where p ≥ 1 and x ∈ Rn.

of the working population (257, 540 out of 7, 912, 250). This
comparison illustrates the drop in the fraction of employ-
ees in the occupation ranked 1 as population size increases
(left-hand side of Fig. 1).

Before proceeding, we mention caveats about this dataset
on occupations in cities. The classification scheme for occu-
pations must coarse-grain at a certain level. For instance,
this dataset distinguishes cashiers from retail salespeople,
but it does not distinguish these occupations further. In
addition, new occupations appear frequently, but they only
slowly become part of classification schemes. Thus we use
this dataset as given but keep in mind these caveats.

2.2 Measures of diversity

We use two measures of diversity of occupations in various
cities:

1. Shannon entropy of the occupation distribution,
Hc = −

∑
p∈pc

p log p. This measures how peaked is the
occupation distribution pc: a large Hc means the occu-
pation distribution is flat, whereas a small Hc means it
is peaked around certain occupations. Alternatively, if
a person encounters someone in a subway or cafe and
asks the optimal series of yes-no questions to determine
her occupation, then Hc is the average number of ques-
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tions needed in city c. For cities with more diverse
occupation distributions, the average number of ques-
tions Hc needed to determine someone’s occupation is
larger.

2. Inverse of the Herfindahl-Hirschman index
(a.k.a. Simpson diversity index in ecology), IHHc =
1/
∑
p∈pc

p2. Squaring the fraction of employees in the
occupations gives more weight to occupations with a
larger portion of the working population. A large IHHc
indicates that city c has a diverse occupation distribu-
tion, whereas a small IHHc indicates that city c spe-
cializes in a few occupations.

2.3 Measure of occupational integration

Following the methodology presented in [20], we develop
here a measure of the level of integration of the occupations
within a city.

We start by defining a quantity usually used in urban
economics to assess the specialization of a particular place
in a given sector of the economy, called the Location Quo-
tient. This compares the level of specialization that a local
economy has in reference to a global economy, in a given
industry.

In our context, we want to know if a particular MSA has
more employees of a certain occupation than what would be
expected (i.e., with respect to the US as a whole). Mathe-
matically, the Location Quotient of occupation i in city c is
defined as

LQc,i =
Lc,i/Lc
Li/L

, (3)

where Lc,i is the number of people in city c employed in
occupation i, Lc =

∑
i Lc,i is the total work force in city c,

Li is the total number of people employed in occupation i
in the whole US (i.e., over all MSAs and non-MSAs2), and
L is the total number of people employed in the country.

If a given city has a larger share of people employed in a
given occupation than the “average” economy, its LQ will
be greater than 1, and we say that the city specializes in
that occupation, and conversely if less than 1. All this in-
formation can be represented in a matrix M whose element
c, i is 1 if LQc,i ≥ 1, or 0 otherwise:

Mc,i =

{
1, if LQc,i ≥ 1,

0, otherwise.
(4)

We can define now a measure of “proximity” between oc-
cupations i and j [20], by asking what is the proportion of
cities that, given that they specialize in occupation i they
also specialize in occupation j, and vice versa. Formally,
the proximity φi,j is defined as follows:

φi,j = min {P (LQi ≥ 1|LQj ≥ 1), P (LQj ≥ 1|LQi ≥ 1)} ,
(5)

2As of 2010, 82% of US population lives in an MSA [1].

with φi,i = 0. The idea behind this measure is that two oc-
cupations that interact and that mutually reinforce one an-
other will likely appear in conjunction in many cities. Thus
φi,j is a measure of interaction or co-dependence between
occupations.

The proximity matrix φ can be interpreted as an adja-
cency matrix A of a network, in which the nodes represent
different occupations and the weighted edges are proximities
between occupations, averaged over all cities.3

Combining a city’s location quotients [Eq. (3)] with the
nation-wide estimates of proximity between occupations
[Eq. (5)] gives the occupation integration Ic, a measure
of the synergistic interaction among occupations in a city.
Specifically, we reduce the matrix of proximities φ to just
the matrix of the occupations that a given city specializes
in (see Fig. 2), and then sum all its elements (and divide by
two because the proximity matrix φ is symmetric):

Ic =
1

2

∑
i,j

φi,jMc,iMc,j . (6)

Written in matrix notation,

I =
1

2
M φ MT , (7)

where our measure of occupational integration within a city
c is the diagonal element Ic,c ≡ Ic. The off-diagonal ele-
ments of the I matrix represent the occupation integration
between pairs of cities.

3 Results

3.1 The effects of size

Here we show the effects of size on the measures relevant in
this work: number of patents, GMP, number of occupations,
diversity and integration measures.

In Fig. 3, the scaling according to Eq. (1) is shown empir-
ically for the total number of patents and for the GMP of
US Metropolitan Statistical Areas in 2010. In the following
sections, we will explore if occupational diversity and their
integration explains the over or under-performance with re-
spect to the prediction that uses just a city’s population
size.

3.1.1 Occupation diversity and number of occupa-
tions

From the definitions of our measures of diversity, it is sim-
ple to show that the maximum value in a city c with Oc

3Obviously, the network is almost an all-to-all (or complete) net-
work, so to visualize the network, one should make it more sparse by
defining a threshold θ for the proximity values over which we say that
two nodes are connected or not (i.e., Ai,j = 1 if φi,j ≥ θ, and Ai,j = 0
otherwise).
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city 1

city 2

Figure 2. Schematic representation of an
occupational proximity network. An edge between
two occupations i, j means that those occupations
frequently co-occur in a city (i.e., φi,j is large compared to
zero). We illustrate the occupational integration of two
example cities by highlighting in red and green the
occupations in which they specialize and the corresponding
subgraphs of the proximity matrix. The occupational
integration Ic is the total proximity (edge weights)
between the occupations in which a city specializes. In this
example, the red city has a greater occupational
integration than the green city.

different occupations is attained when the number of peo-
ple employed in each occupation is the same. Thus pc =
(pc,1, . . . , pc,Oc

) = (Lc,1, . . . , Lc,Oc
)T/||e||1 with pc,i = 1/Oc

for each occupation i. The calculation of Hc and IHHc in
this case yields

Hmax
c = −

Oc∑
j=1

1

Oc
log

(
1

Oc

)
= logOc (8)

IHHmax
c =

 Oc∑
j=1

(
1

Oc

)2
−1

= Oc. (9)

Figure 4 shows that the number of occupations in a city,
Oc, increases approximately logarithmically with the popu-
lation size of the city, Nc (Oc ≈ 122 logNc − 1213). Equa-
tions (8) and (9) together with Fig. 4 suggest that these
measures of diversity will positively correlate with size, be-
cause larger cities have more occupations and hence likely

have greater occupational diversity.
Figure 5 confirms that the two measures of occupation

diversity, Hc and IHHc, both increase with population size.
For instance, New York City has more occupations than
Santa Fe, NM, and hence larger Shannon entropy, HNYC,
than that of Santa Fe. Thus, the occupation entropy and the
Simpson diversity index both increase systematically with
population size (Fig. 5).

How much then, does occupation diversity explain patent
activity, over and above what the population of the city de-
termines? The consequence of the previous observations is
that we should normalize our diversity measures by the max-
imum value they could take (log2Oc and Oc respectively for
Hc and IHHc). We use patents per capita as the depen-
dent variable. The result, Fig. 6, shows no clear trend in the
scatter plot. However, the scatter plot does break into rec-
ognizable classes of cities: college towns with many patents
and large occupation entropy compared to the maximum oc-
cupation entropy it could attain (top-right of Fig. 6); small,
agricultural towns with little patent activity and little spe-
cialization in occupations (bottom-left of 6); and large cities
with as much patent activity per capita as college towns but
smaller normalized entropy, owing to their rare occupations
not found in smaller cities (top-left of Fig. 6).

These results suggest that measures of occupation diver-
sity are strongly correlated with population, and both of
these strongly determine the patent activity of the city. Per-
haps the diversity not of all occupations, but only of the
occupations associated with innovation and invention, can
distinguish cities that are unusually inventive for their size.

3.1.2 Occupational integration

In the last section we saw that many quantities correlate
with the population size of cities. Fig. 7 shows the case for
the occupational integration measure. Just in principle, the
maximum value that Ic can have is when all Oc of the city’s
occupations have LQ’s larger than 1, and when its proximi-
ties are 1. In that case, Imax

c = (Oc − 1)Oc/2. By construc-
tion, however, it is very unlikely that a city specializes (in
the sense of the location quotient) in all of its occupations.
Therefore, we will normalize the measure of occupational
integration by the maximum possible number, given the oc-
cupations in which a city specializes. Mathematically, this
is

Îc =
2Ic∑

iMc,i (
∑
iMc,i − 1)

. (10)

In Fig. 8 this measure is plotted versus population size.
We see in this case, that now the measure decreases. Obv-
siously, the effect of population size has not been removed.
However, the effect that comes just because larger cities have
more occupations has been effectively corrected.

Our proposed measure of normalized occupational inte-
gration is, in essence, the average proximity for each city.
We can conclude from Fig. 8 that as the populations get
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Figure 3. Patents and GMP scale with city size. The relationship is well approximated by a power-law scaling
relationship.

larger and more occupations are added, the average prox-
imity decreases, meaning that not all the same occupations
are added in the same way in all cities.

3.2 The effects of diversity

We hypothesize that cities with more diverse occupation
distributions innovate more as a result. That is, we suspect
that cities with greater occupation diversity Hc or IHHc,
produce more patents as a result. Figure 9 confirms this
hypothesis: The number of patents per year in a city does
tend to increase with the Shannon entropy of its occupa-
tion distribution (and with the IHH index, as well, in a
similar plot not shown here). However, as we show next, di-
versity of occupation distributions increases systematically
with population size, which in turn correlates with measures
of innovation such as number of patents.

3.2.1 Restricting to just creative occupations

To restrict our calculations of diversity to only occupations
associated with what might be termed high-tech or high-
skilled innovation, we restrict our analysis to only “cre-
ative occupations” (see Materials and Methods, Sec. 5).4

In short, we found similar trends as in Sec. 3.1.1: The frac-
tion of occupations that are “creative” increases with city
size, as shown in Fig. 10, but the trend appears to be con-
cave down (i.e., positive first derivative but negative second
derivative). Thus the creativity of a city, measured in terms
of the fraction of creative occupations present, exhibits de-
creasing returns with city size. so even medium-size cities

4The “creative class” is thought to account for almost 40 million
workers in the U.S. and includes professionals in the fields of science
and technology, design and architecture, arts, entertainment and me-
dia, healthcare, law, management, and education [15].

have roughly the same proportion of creative occupations as
large ones. However, the number of creative employees in
a city shows evidence of superlinear scaling, with exponent
β ≈ 1.15 [6, Table 1]. Thus, the patent activity of a city
increases with the “creative occupation entropy” (Fig. 11)
because the latter increases with population, in a similar
way as the occupation entropy Hc increases with popula-
tion size in Fig. 5A.

3.2.2 Does occupation diversity explain under- or
over-performance?

Patents scale superlinearly with population (Figure 3), but
there is significant spread about the best fit line. Could
occupation diversity explain the over- or under-performance
of the patent activity of a city?

To answer this question, we plot the residuals of the best
fit of patents versus population (using logarithms of the
number of patents) versus the two measures of occupation
diversity—entropy Hc and inverse-Herfindahl IHHc, for all
occupations and for just the creative occupations. The re-
sult in all four cases is a scatter plot without significant
upward or downward trend (see, e.g., Fig. 12). Thus, it is
not the case that over-performing cities (for their size) are
more diverse in their occupation distributions. Figure 12
therefore refutes our hypothesis that occupation diversity of
cities can significantly affect their innovative output (such
as patents). It may be the case that this data on cities is too
coarse and that we need data on neighborhood, corporation
or team levels.

3.3 The effects of occupational integration

Next we want to measure the effect of integration on the
productivity (GMP or patents) that is not accounted for
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Figure 5. Occupation diversity increases with city size. Both measures of occupation diversity, entropy Hc (A)
and inverse Herfindahl index IHHc (B) of the occupation distribution pc, tend to increase with the population of the
city. The scales are linear (vertical axis) and logarithmic (horizontal axis).

by population size, so we must correct for the effect of
size. We therefore calculate the residuals in log-variables
εc = log(Yc) − log(Y0N

β
c ). We also normalize the measure

of occupational integration by dividing by its maximum pos-
sible value for each city.

In Fig. 13 we see the results when Y is both patents and
Gross Metropolitan Product. We find that the occupational
integration within a city, Ic, does not significantly explain a
city’s under- or over-performance of a city given its size.

Recall that the integration measure is the sum of the prox-
imities between the occupations in which a city specializes.
This means that, as cities grow larger, they create more oc-
cupations (Fig. 4), but the new occupations do not arise
in groups of concomitant occupations but rather in a ran-
dom way. Thus cities with highly proximate occupations
(relative to nationwide proximities φi,j) are just as apt to

over-innovate for a city of its size as a city with little proxim-
ity among its occupations. That is, according to Fig. 13, the
integrated city in Fig. 2 (city 2 highlighted in red) is just as
apt to over-innovate for a city its size as is the unintegrated
city (green city 1). This suggests that there is more than
one way to be especially innovative: A city could integrate
occupations that tend to co-occur in cities, or it could in-
tegrate occupations that rarely go together. More research
should determine what distinguishes these over-performing
cities from the under-performing ones; the explanation may
crucially differ for cities with high and low occupation inte-
gration.
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The four quadrants can be summarized as follows: bottom-left is mostly agricultural cities; top-left are the largest cities;
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in logarithmic scale, but the visual trend in the plot is linear which suggests that, on average, the measure of integration
is proportional to the logarithm of the population. The blue line shows the corresponding least square regression line.

4 Discussion

Using the large data set on employment at the metropoli-
tan level that the Bureau of Labor Statistics in the US, we

determine correlations with patent production and Gross
Metropolitan Product. We hypothesized that diversity of
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Figure 8. The normalized occupational integration decreases with city population size. This means that as
the cities grow, the average proximity between its occupations decreases.
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Figure 9. Number of patents increases with occupation diversity. Each dot is a city. The vertical axis
(logarithmic scale) is the number of patents in that city in a particular year, while the horizontal axis (linear scale) is
the Shannon entropy Hc of the occupation distribution pc of each city c.

occupations, and a measure of their integration, could ex-
plain why some of the cities in the US do a better job at
producing patents and creating wealth.

The rationale behind this assertion is that wealth cre-
ation requires invention, which in turn requires coordina-
tion of different ideas. The larger the ecology of ideas where

this process happens, the more likely that an invention will
survive, thrive, and become part of a city’s economic suc-
cess. This suggests that the more diverse a city is, the more
patents it will produce, and the more interconnected the in-
teractions between the different skills within it, the greater
its economic prosperity. The empirical results in this paper
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Figure 10. Larger cities have a greater fraction of creative occupations. The fraction of creative occupations
approximately increases with population (shown on a logarithmic horizontal scale), but the rate of increase appears to
decrease with population.
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Figure 11. Patent activity increases with “creative occupation entropy”. The number of patents in a city
increases roughly exponentially with the “creative entropy” (the Shannon entropy of the entries of pc for only the
creative occupations), in much the same way as patents increases with the entropy Hc (Fig. 9).

do not support that hypothesis.

Some caveats about the present results and methodolo-
gies merit discussion. First, innovation is hard to quan-
tify and as a consequence, even if the innovative processes

within cities do correlate with occupational diversity and
integration, our measures may not be able to capture these
relationships. Second, in social processes such as the one
studied here, there is great uncertainty about the causal re-
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Figure 12. Occupation diversity does not explain over- or under-innovation. The difference between the
logarithm of the number of patents and the prediction from the best fit line of Fig. 3, plotted versus the entropy Hc of
the occupation distribution of each city c, shows no significant trend. The plot is qualitatively similar to that for the
measure of occupation, inverse Herfindahl, as well as for these two measures restricted to the creative occupations.
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Figure 13. Residuals in Patents (left) and Gross Metropolitan Product (right) versus the measure of
occupational integration Ic, the latter normalized by the maximum value. The magnitude of normalized
occupational integration Ĩ has no significant effect on patents and GMP.

lationships, and we risk falling into circular reasonings: Is
it because there is more diversity in a city that it innovates
more, or does innovation attract more diversity? Third, the
data carries a highly subjective component, for instance, the
arbitrariness of the occupational scheme, and the classifica-

tion of the individuals into the different categories. Finally,
because we are trying to to explain a macro-behavior at the
level of a city from the micro-characteristics of the individ-
uals composing the city, there is a problem of scales and
coarse-graining [34]. In other words, are the individuals the
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origins of the social patterns we see, or are the larger entities
like businesses and firms a more important explanatory fac-
tor? Of course, a fuller understanding of innovation would
likely reveal that this binary choice over-simplifies and that
innovation depends on a complex set of interactions at many
scales.

“Economic life develops by grace of innovating” said Jane
Jacobs in her classic book Cities and the Wealth of Na-
tions [22], and those ideas continue to spur interest in un-
derstanding innovation in general, and at the city-level in
particular. However, there is still no consensus on what it
means to innovate, and why some cities thrive, others stag-
nate, and others wither is still elusive. Furthermore, the
extent to which people from different backgrounds meet,
cooperate, and integrate different expertise to create and
innovate are difficult to measure.

Fortunately, the increasing availability of data on move-
ments of and communication among people [11,27] may en-
able more fine-grained analysis of innovation in cities. Such
fine-grain data may inform theoretical models of innova-
tion [9, 10] and complete the findings in this work. For
instance, we suspect that a city with occupations that typi-
cally co-occur nationwide would over-innovate for a city its
size for profoundly different reasons than would cities with
little integration among its occupations. Thus, we suspect
that progress in the science of innovation will itself require
a confluence of ideas and expertise, from statistics to eco-
nomics to law, mathematics and regional studies.

5 Materials and Methods

We obtained employment for occupations in differ-
ent cities in 2010 from the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics at http://www.bls.gov/data/#employment (file:
ALL-MSA_M2010_dl.csv). Patent data from 1975–2000
was collected and organized by Deborah Strumsky, who
obtained it from the USPTO http://www.uspto.gov/,
and who generously shared it with us. Data on population,
income (total and per-capita) and GMP (Gross Metropoli-
tan Product) per-capita in 2010 were obtained from the
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), at the link “Per-
sonal income, per capita personal income, and population
(CA1-3)” at the webpage http://www.bea.gov/iTable/

iTable.cfm?ReqID=70&step=1&isuri=1&acrdn=5 and at
the link “Per capita real GDP” at the webpage http:

//www.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?ReqID=70&step=

1&isuri=1&acrdn=2 (files IncomeAndPopulation2010.csv

and GMPpercapita2010.csv).
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